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Remember the ECB’s OMT programme? Remember the ECB’s OMT programme? Remember the ECB’s OMT programme? Remember the ECB’s OMT programme? In 2012, the ECB fleshed out Draghi’s London speech, in which he had 

warned that the ECB would eliminate convertibility risk in bond yields, with its outright monetary transactions 

programme (OMT). The ECB reserved the right to purchase potentially unlimited amounts of medium-term sov-

ereign bonds of countries at risk of losing market access despite adhering to an EU/IMF adjustment programme. 

Although never used, the programme ended the market panic that had marked the hot phase of the euro crisis in 

2011-2012. Because of OMT, the Eurozone now has the power to stop financial contagion from problem countries 

like Greece to any other country, even large Italy, provided the country requests some form of bail-out and ac-

cepts the conditions attached. The existence of OMT is one of the reasons why the Tsipras government’s blatant 

attempt to blackmail the Eurozone into giving it more money without serious conditions has failed.    

    

The The The The OMT OMT OMT OMT programme angered German euroscepticsprogramme angered German euroscepticsprogramme angered German euroscepticsprogramme angered German eurosceptics and monetary purists, triggering a court case at Germany’s 

constitutional court, which ended with a de facto rejection of the programme in February 2014. However, before 

coming to a final verdict, the German court had asked the European Court of Justice (ECJ) to first verify whether it 

agreed with the German assumption that the programme went counter to European treaties.    

    

The ECJ has now set 16 June as the date for its ruling. The ECJ has now set 16 June as the date for its ruling. The ECJ has now set 16 June as the date for its ruling. The ECJ has now set 16 June as the date for its ruling. That date, as well as the timing of the announcement, is 

well chosen. Two weeks after the ruling, Greece’s bail-out formally ends. With Greece facing bond redemptions of 

€3.5bn in July and €3.2bn in August to the ECB, Greece will face default and potentially euro exit if it fails to se-

cure a new funding package. If the European court gives a green light on 16 June – and after its Advocate Gen-

eral’s legal opinion (see our note “Greenlight for ECB OMT and QE” 

http://www.berenberg.de/uploads/tx_news/150114_Macro-news_ECJ_01.pdf) in January that would be our ex-

pectation – the Eurozone in conjunction with the ECB has the full power to prevent a repeat of the 2011/12 situa-

tion. Given that the ECB is buying bonds anyway and the former crisis countries have all staged remarkable turn-

arounds thanks to major reform efforts in Dublin, Lisbon, Madrid, Nicosia and Rome, OMT might not be needed 

anyway, but it adds an ultimate line of defence, the lender of last resort.    

    

The ECJ thus sends another reminder to Athens The ECJ thus sends another reminder to Athens The ECJ thus sends another reminder to Athens The ECJ thus sends another reminder to Athens that the Eurozone has learned the lessons of 2012. The only 

way for Greece to stay in the Eurozone is to return to the path of virtue and continue the reforms which had final-

ly delivered some growth and unemployment declines in 2014. If Syriza cannot grasp that, the Eurozone has the 

means to defend itself. 

 

The ECJ’s verdict will still not be the last wordThe ECJ’s verdict will still not be the last wordThe ECJ’s verdict will still not be the last wordThe ECJ’s verdict will still not be the last word in this saga. Germany’s constitutional court will have another go 

and could theoretically rule that the Bundesbank cannot participate in OMT or Berlin has to obstruct its use. 

However, we expect the German court to accept its error on OMT (see also our view here 

http://www.economist.com/blogs/freeexchange/2013/06/euro-crisis-1) and follow the ECJ’s ruling. In any case, 

a final German ruling will probably not come before 2016 and thus too late for Tsipras’ tactics.    
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is 

not a financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhan-

delsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim 

completeness regarding the information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regard-

ed as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The 

message may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential devel-

opment based on assumptions, which may turn out to be incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no 

liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind arising out of the use of this 

message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our website or con-

tact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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